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Introduction: Envisioning a realistic and desirable 

future where human spaceflight missions successfully 
pursue scientific objectives necessitates a closer inves-
tigation of the inherent challenges facing extravehicular 
activity (EVA) operations. As it currently stands, a host 
of scientific knowledge gaps are under development in 
various analysis groups (e.g. MEPAG1, LEAG2, 
SBAG3, etc) and have been instantiated in a number of 
operational concepts and design reference missions 
(DRMs) where crew would perform EVA to explore 
and study their environs [1-4]. A consistent theme 
among these envisioned operations is the expectation 
that astronauts will be productive and safe while also 
being less reliant on Earth-based support personnel. 
However, astronauts have not performed scientifically-
driven EVA in five decades since Apollo J-class mis-
sions (15-17), and even those missions still adhered to 
scripted timelines, leaving little room for ‘exploratory’ 
behavior [5-6]. Furthermore, the entire history of NASA 
EVA experience to-date has had an intrinsic, real-time 
communication relationship between ground support 
and astronauts throughout EVA execution [7]. 

So how might the EVA work domain be extended to 
accommodate scientific objectives, in the absence of ex-
tensive ground support? One proposed solution is the 
development of decision support systems that will help 
future astronauts meet the demands they will face as 
they attempt to explore deep-space destinations. We 
contend that there are two overarching aspects to con-
sider to realize this solution: 1) a more thorough under-
standing of work domain constraints that are likely to 
shape future EVA operations must be obtained, and 2) 
incremental technological development must be made 
alongside incremental development of the work ex-
pected of future crew. 

This abstract briefly summarizes these perspectives 
by extending previous research on EVA as a formal 
work domain [8] and the implications this prior research 
has for promoting scientific exploration operations. Ad-
ditionally, this abstract highlights relevant development 
of the Scientific Hybrid Reality Environment (SHyRE) 
program which will be used to design, prototype and test 
flight-like decision support system technologies for en-
visioned scientific EVA operations. 

Capturing the Constraints that Shape EVA: The 
intrinsic balance between crew productivity and safety 
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will persist in any future envisioned concept of opera-
tions, regardless of any potential scientifically-related 
demands (e.g. scientific data management, sample cura-
tion and processing, etc.). Previous research has already 
identified a comprehensive set of constraints that shape 
EVA execution and identified EVA timeline and life 
support system management as critical to mission suc-
cess [9]. With the introduction of scientific objectives as 
part of future EVA timelines, there exists a need to pro-
vide crew with the means to critically assess their time-
line progress as it relates to their scientific objectives all 
while maintaining crew and vehicle safety. 

Building Support Systems to Meet Hypothesized 
EVA Demands: To help manage EVA constraints, 
next-generation support systems have been prototyped 
and tested to support future EVA operations [8], [10]. 
This development effort involved characterizing the un-
derlying work domain constraints that shape EVA to ar-
rive at a set of requirements that articulated the demands 
present during the execution of EVA, irrespective of any 
particular EVA objective [9]. These requirements were 
then prioritized and applied to the development and test-
ing of decision support system software prototypes en-
visioned to be used in a future EVA context. Some key 
assumptions involved in this development effort were: 
1) The intravehicular (IV) operator will be a critical 
component of future operations, serving as a communi-
cation relay and field marshal of EVA execution; 2) The 
IV operator will be responsible for synthesizing timeline 
progress (Timeline Management) as well as associate 
life support system constraints (e.g. consumables) with 
remaining timeline tasks (Life Support System Manage-
ment); and 3) This research focuses specifically on the 
moment-by-moment execution of EVA, rather than as-
pects related to EVA planning or hardware develop-
ment. 

Two prototypes were developed, referred to as Base-
line and Advanced configurations. The Baseline config-
uration consisted of a combination of existing NASA 
ISS paper-based and digital work artefacts necessary for 
simultaneous timeline and life support system manage-
ment by an IV operator. While spacesuit telemetry var-
iables exist in digital displays, all existing (and prior) 
NASA timeline products are paper-based. Furthermore, 
multiple ground support personnel manage these indi-
vidual aspects. Therefore, the immediate challenge in 
the development of the Advanced configuration was to 
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transition and synchronize timeline elements with life 
support variables in a digital tool for a single user. 

 
Figure 1: Marvin interface excerpt with action abstrac-
tion levels. 

The Advanced configuration utilized a prototype 
system known as Marvin (Figure 1) that integrated key 
features of an EVA timeline directly to life support te-
lemetry variables. Central to the design of Marvin is its 
internal timeline structure that is built to handle four lev-
els of abstracted task detail currently found in ISS EVA 
timelines. The IV operator simply ‘checks-off’ each in-
cremental action as they are completed by EV crew. 
Marvin then instantaneously relates timeline progress 
with life support system status. Rather than expect the 
crew to perform mental math, as demanded by the Base-
line configuration, to assess timeline progress and lim-
iting consumable estimates, Marvin provides a continu-
ous combined assessment of these constraints in the 
form of Timeline Margin and Minutes Behind in the 
header of the interface. This design solution represents 
the first step towards making the highest priority EVA 
constraints transparent to the operators to afford crew 
decision making capability. 

Synchronizing EVA Work and Technology De-
velopment: Across all primary measures of perfor-
mance in simulated operations, the Marvin prototype 
design exhibited statistically significant benefits in pro-
moting IV operator timeline tracking, life support sys-
tem monitoring as well as overall perceived ease of use 
[8]. However, this work represents just a first step to-
wards securing operational support. Open areas of re-
search exist in extending Marvin’s timeline structure to 
incorporate a wider variety of other timeline details that 
relate more directly to exploratory scientific actions. As 
summarized in [11], planetary field geologists prefer an 
emergent approach to exploration where each incremen-
tal observation informs and guides subsequent actions. 
How might this emergent approach to timeline execu-
tion impact the content and structure of action abstrac-

tion currently exhibited in existing EVA timelines? Fur-
thermore, how might we enable crew to actively create, 
rearrange, and forecast new potential timelines during 
execution? We anticipate the EVA work domain will 
need to expand to accommodate objectives with a wider 
variety of success criteria that are potentially also ame-
nable to alteration. Marvin provides a platform to ex-
plore these concepts because its underlying design pro-
motes maintaining an appropriate state of crew safety, 
agnostic to any given timeline objective. Key to the suc-
cess of this development will be successfully envision-
ing how future crew access, analyze and utilize this in-
formation in situ all while executing EVA timelines. 

To examine and develop these concepts for scien-
tific EVA execution, the SHyRE program is a Planetary 
Science and Technology from Analog Research 
(PSTAR) funded, multi-year campaign aimed at devel-
oping a scientifically-robust analog environment using 
a new and innovative hybrid reality (HR) setting. As 
shown in Figure 2, the SHyRE program seeks to de-
velop a simulated EVA environment where EV crew in 
HR execute scientific timelines while in collaboration 
with an IV operator. This simulated EVA environment 
affords an unprecedented level of controlled, repeatable 
simulation data acquisition regarding operationally rel-
evant metrics (e.g. what the crews see, tool utilization, 
information transfer and interaction, etc.) to objectively 
measure the execution of scientific operations. In doing 
so, we overcome the limited sample sizes and high pro-
grammatic costs typically associated with analog re-
search studies. 

 
Figure 2: Envisioned SHyRE concept of operations. 
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